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Lavaca ounty Central Appraisal District
2022 Mass ppraisal Report

INTRODUCTIO

The Lavaca C unty Central Appraisal District has prepared and published this
report to provi e our citizens and taxpayers with a better understanding of the
district's . resPo~sibilities and activitie~. This rep~~ has several. parts: a general
introduction an then several sections describing the appraisal effort by the
appraisal distri t.

The Lavaca ci unty Central Appraisal District (CAD) is a poltical subdivision of
the State of Te as created effective January 1, 1980. The provisions of the Texas
Property Tax ode govern the legal, statutory, and administrative requirements of
the appraisal di trict. A member board of directors, elected by the taxing units within
the boundaries of Lavaca County, constitutes the district's governing body. The
chief appraiser, appointed by the board of directors is the chief administrator and
chief executive officer of the appraisal district.

The appraisal istrict is responsible for local property tax appraisal and exemption
administration 0 r jurisdictions or taxing units in the county. Each taxing unit,
such as the county, a city, school district, municipal utility district, etc., sets ~s
own tax rate to generate revenue to pay for such things as polce and fire
protection, PU91iCschools, road and street maintenance, courts, water and sewer
systems, and other public services. Appraisals established by the appraisal district
allocate the ye. r's tax burden on the basis of each taxable property's January 1st

market value. We also determine elqibility for various types of property tax
exemptions s ch as those for homeowners, the elderly, disabled veterans, and
charitable and relqious organizations.

Except as oth rwise provided by the Property Tax Code, all taxable property is
appraised at il s "market value" as of January 1. Under the tax code "market
value" means he price at which a property would transfer for cash or its equivalent
under prevailin market conditions if:
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• exposed for sale in the open market with a reasonable time for the seller
to find a Iurchaser;

• both the eller and the buyer know of all the uses and purposes to which
the property is adapt~d. and for.which I is capable of being used and of
the enfonceable restrictions on Is use, and;

• both the seller and buyer seek to maximize their gains and nether is in a
position r take advantage of th~ eXigen~ieS of th~ ~ther. .

The Property 1ax Code defines special appraisal provls.l~ns for the valuation of
residential h0'1estead property (Sec. 23.23), productivity (Sec. 23.41), real
property inventery (Sec. 23.12), dealer inventory (Sec. 23.121, 23.124, 23.1241
and 23.127), npminal (Sec. 23.18) or restricted use properties (Sec. 23.83) and
allocation of interstate property (Sec. 23.03). The owner of real property inventory
may elect to h~ve the inventory appraised at Is market value as of September
1st of the year receding the tax year to which the appraisal apples by filing an
applcation wit the chief appraiser requesting that the inventory be appraised as
of September st.

The Texas Property Tax Code, under Sec. 25.18, requires each appraisal office
to implement plan to update appraised val ues for real property at least once
every three ears. The district's current policy is to conduct 0 n sit e
ins p e c t ion s of real property every four years. However, appraised values are
reviewed ann ally and are subject to change for purposes of equalization.
Personal prop rty is appraised every year.

The appraised value of real estate is calculated using specific information about
each property. Using computer-assisted appraisal programs, and recognized
appraisal methods and techniques, we compare that information with the data for
similar properti s, and with recent market data. The district follows the standards
of the Internati InaIAssociation of Assessing Officers (IAAO) regarding Is appraisal
practices and procedures, and subscribes to the standards promulgated by the
Appraisal Fou~dation known as the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice (USP.t.P) to the extent they are applicable. In cases where the appraisal
district contracts for professional valuation services, the contract that is entered
into by each a praisal firm requires adherence to similar professional standards.
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Personnel Resources

The Chief Ap~rai~er is primarity ~esponsi~le.for overa." planning, organizing,
staffing, coordlratlng, and controlling of district operations. She also plans,
organizes, direats and controls the business support functions related to human
resources, bUd~et, finance, records management, purchasing, fixed assets,
facillies and p stal services. The Chief Appraiser is also responsible for the
valuation of a I real and personal property accounts. The property types
appraised inclu~e commercial, residential, business personal, and industrial.~he
district's appraisers are subject to the provisions of the Property Taxation
Professional Certification Act and must be duly registered with The Texas
Department of Licensing and Regulations. Support functions including records
maintenance, nformation and assistance to property owners, and hearings
support are coordinated by the staff.

The appraisal istrict staff consists of ten full time employees with the following
classifications:

• 1-Chie Appraiser

• 5 -APPlaisers

• 5 -Administrative Support customer service, clerical and other data

The district is rFsponsiblefor establishing and maintaining approximately 25,000
real and persf,nal property accounts within Lavaca County CAD. This data
includes prope y characteristic, ownership and exemption information. Property
characteristic data on new construction is updated through an annual field effort;
existing prope y data is maintained through a field review that is prioritized.
Sales are rout nely validated during a separate field effort. General trends in
employment, i terest rates, new construction trends, and cost and market data
are acquired through various sources, including internally generated
questionnaires to buyer and seller, and interviewswith real estate professionals.

The district ha~ a geographic information system (GIS) that maintains cadastral
maps and various layers of data, ownership and aerial photography.
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Information Sy tems-

The Lavaca C unty Central Appraisal District currently uses True Automations
PAC system w ich stores the districts data. This information is accessed by
multiple PC's, hich utilize True Automation's software applications, as well as
MicrosoftOffice software.

SHARED APP AISAL DISTRICTBOUNDARIES

Per HB1010 a opted in the 2007 80th Legislative Session, Appraisal District
boundaries are now the county lines.

INDEPENDEN PERFORMANCE TEST

Accordi ng to phapter 5 of the TPTC and Section 403.302 of the Texas
Government Ccpde,the State Comptroller's Property Tax Division(PTO) conducts
a bi-annual prdperty value study (PVS) of each Texas school district and each
appraisal distrift. As a part of this bi-annual study, the code also requires the
Comptroller tOt use sales and recognized auditing and sampling techniques;
review each a~praisal district's appraisal methods, standards and procedures to
determine whether the district used recognized standards and practices (MSP
review); test thr validity of school district taxable values in each appraisal district
and presume 1he appraisal roll values are correct when values are valid; and,
determine the level and uniformity of property tax appraisal in each appraisal
district. The mrthodoiogy used in the property value study includes stratified
samples to improve sample representativeness and techniques or procedures of
measuring uni ormity. This study utilizes statistical analysis of sold properties
(sale ratio studies) and appraisals of unsold properties (appraisal ratio studies)
as a basis for assessment ratio reporting. For appraisal districts, the reported
measures incl de median level of appraisal, coefficient of dispersion (COD), the
percentage of properties within 10% of the median, the percentage of properties
within 25% of I the median, and price-related differential (PRO) for properties
overall and b~ state category (i.e., categories A, B, C, D and F1 are directly
applicable to rial property).

There are eig~t independent school districts in Lavaca CAD for which appraisal
rolls are annu lIy developed. The preliminary results of this study are released
in January in t e year following the year of appraisement. The final results of
this study are certified to the Education Commissioner of the Texas Education
Agency (TEA) in the following July of each year for the year of appraisement.
This outside (trird party) ratio study provides additional assistance to the CAD in
determining ar as of market activity or changing market conditions.
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Appraisal Activities

INTRODUCTliN

Appraisal Res~onSibilities

The appraisal aff (the chief appraiser and deputy chief appraiser) is responsible
for collecting and maintaining property characteristic data for classification,
valuation, and pther purposes. Accurate valuation of real and personal property
by any methodI,requiresa physical description of personal property, and landand
building chara teristics. This appraisal activity is responsible for administering,
planning and c ordinating all activjies involvingdata collection and maintenance
of all commer ial, residential and personal property types which are located
within the bou daries of Lavaca County CAD. The data collection effort involves
the field inspec ion of real and personal property accounts, as well as data entry
of all data collected intothe existing informationsystem. The goal is to periodically
field inspect resldentlal, commercial and personal properties in Lavaca County
CAD every three years. Meeting this goal is dependent on budgetaryconstraints.

Appraisal Re+urces

• personj,el - The appraisal activities consist of appraisers and 5 clerical
personnel.

• Data - fhe data used by field appraisers includes the existing property
charact ristic information contained in PACS (Property Appraisal and
ColiectiJns System) from the district's computer system. The data is
printed Ion a property record card or personal property card/detai led
summary sheet. Other data used includesmaps, sales data, septic system
reports, buikjingpermits, photos and actual cost information.

• Pictome ry -Ariel photography in assisting in the appraisal process.
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PRELIMINARY I NALYSIS

Data COllectionralidation

Data collection 9~real property involves maintaining data ?haract~ristics of.the ~roperty
on PACS (PropefY Appraisal and Collections System). The Inform.atloncontained InPACS
includes site ch racteristics, such as land size topography, and Improvement data, such
as square foot living area, quality of construction, and condition. Field appraisers use
listingmanuals t at establish unform procedures for the correct listing of real property.
All properties a e coded according to these manuals and the approaches to value are
structured and alibrated based on this coding system. The field appraisers use these
manuals during their initial training and as a guide in the field inspection of properties.
Data collection for personal property. involves maintaining a folder containing all
renditions, rece t valuations and correspondence. All of these accounts are assigned
and SIC code t insure equal and uniform treatment in valuation. The type of information
contained in the e folders is broken down into inventory, furniture and fixtures, machinery,
and equipment, and vehicles. The field appraisers conducting on-site inspections use
the state pers nal property manual during their initial training and as a guide to
correctly list all ersonal property that is taxable.

Sources of 0

The sources 0 data collection are through the new construction field effort, data review
field effort, ma lers, hearings, sales validation, 911 new addresses, new electrical hook
ups, manufaftured home movement reports, commercial sales verification,
newspapers nd publications, new septic system permits and property owner
corresponden and renditions. A principal source of data comes from building permits
received from axing jurisdictions that require property owners to take out a building
permit. Paper permits are received and matched manually with the property's tax
account numbr for fieldwork.

Data review ~rentire neighborhoods is generally a good source for data collection.
Appraisers dri e entire neighborhoods to review the accuracy of our data and dentify
properties that have to be reviewed. The sales valdation effort in real property pertains
to the collectio of data of properties that have sold. The sales validation effort involves
on-site inspecton by field appraisers to verify the accuracy of the property characteristics
data and confiimation of the sales price.

Property own~rs are one of the best sources for dentifying incorrect data that
generates a t·eld check. Frequently, the property owner provides sufficient
enough data t allow correction of records without having to send an appraiser
on-site. Prop rties identified in this manner are added to a work file and
inspected at or earlest opportunity 7



Data COllectiolprocedures

Field data colle tion requires organization, planning and supervision of the field
effort. Data c· lIection procedures have been established for residential,
commercial, a d personal property. Appraisers conduct field inspections and
record informaton either on a property record card, or a personal property data
sheet.

The quality of the data used is extremely important in establishing accurate
values of tax ble property. While production standards are established and
upheld for the arious field activities, quality of data is emphasized as the goal
and responsibility of each appraiser. The ChiefAppraiser and SeniorAppraiser is
charged with the responsibility of ensuring that appraisers follow listing
procedures, id ntify training issues and provide uniform training throughout the
field appraisal taff.

The data ent technician is responsible for the data entry directly into the
computer file. ·/ThiSresponsibility includes not only data entry, but also quality
assurance. Th~ data entry clerk prints an updated property record card for
auditing by the /BPpraiserto verify the accuracy of the value.

INDIVIDUALViLUE REVIEW PROCEDURES

Field Review I.

The date of Ia,t inspection, and the appraiser responsible is listed on the PACS
record. If a property owner or jurisdiction dispute the district's records
concerning thit data during a hearing, via a telephone call or correspondence
received, the rACS record may be altered based on the evidence provided.
Typically, a fi~ld inspection is requested to verify this evidence for the current
year's valuati n or for the next year's valuation. Every year a field review of
certain areas r neighborhoods in the jurisdiction is done during the field effort.

PERFORMANbE TEST

The appraiser are responsible for conducting ratio studies and comparative
analysis.

Field apprais rs, in many cases may conduct field inspections to ensurethe
ratios produc d are accurate and the appraised values utilized are based on
accurate prop rtydata characteristics.
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Rescertal Valuation Process

Scope of Res onsibility

The appraiser. are responsible for developing equal uniform market values for
residential imp ved and vacantproperty in Lavaca County.

rces

• Person el- Theappraisal staff consists of three appraisers that appraise
all types ofproperty in Lavaca County CAD.

• Data - 4 common set of data characteristics for each residential dwelling
in Lavaoa County CAD is collected in the field and data entered into the
comput+. The property characteristic data drives the computer-assisted
mass aiPraisal (PACS) approach to valuation.

VALUATION AWPROACH

Area Analysis

Data on regi!nal economic forces such as demographic patterns, regional
Iocational fact rs, employment and income patterns, general trends in real
property price and rents, interest rate trends, availability of vacant land, and
construction trl nds and costs are analyzed from private vendors and public
sources and provide the field appraiser a current economic outlook on the real
estate market. Information is gleaned from real estate publications and sources
such as contin ing education inthe form of MO and TAAD classes.

Neighborhoo and Market Analysis

Neighborhood analysis involves the examination of how physical, economic,
governmental nd social forces and other influences affect property values. The
effects of thes forces are also used to dentify, classify, and stratify comparable
properties intosmaller, manageable subsets of the universe of properties known
as neighborho ds. 'Residential valuation and neighborhoodanalysis is conducted
on each of the pollical entities known as IndependentSchool Districts (ISO).
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The first step in neighborhood analysis is the identification of a group of
properties that share certain common traits. A "neighborhood" for analysis
purposes is def ned as the largest geographic grouping of properties where the
property's phy ical, economic, governmental and social forces are generally
similar and uni orm. Geographic stratification accommodates the local supply
and demand f ctors that vary across a jurisdiction. Once a neighborhood has
been identified, the next step is to define its boundaries. This process is known
as "delineati1.'" Some factors used in neighborhood delineation include
Iocati~n, sales ric~ range, lot size, age of dwel~i~g, quality of construction .and
condition of welhngs, square footage of lIVing area, and story height.
Delineation ca~ involve the physical drawing of neighborhood boundary lines on
a map, but it dan also involve statistical separation or stratification based on
attribute analysis. Part of neighborhood analysis is the consideration of
discernible pat~erns of growth that influence a neighborhood's individual market.
Few neighbor oods are fixed in character. Each neighborhood may be
characterized s being in a stage of growth, stability or decline. The growth
period is a tim of development and construction. As new neighborhoods in a
community are developed, they compete with existing neighborhoods. An added
supply of new romes tends to induce population shift from older homes to newer
homes. Inthe period of stability, or equilibrium, the forces of supply and demand
are about equ~1. Generally, inthe stage of equilibrium, older neighborhoods can
be more desir ble due to their stability of residential character and proximity to
the workplace and other community facilities. The period of decline reflects
diminishing de and or desirability. During decline, general property use may
change from r sidential to a mix of residential and commercial uses. Declining
neighborhood may also experience renewal, reorganization, rebuilding, or
restoration, wh ch promotes increased demand and economic desirability.

Neighborhood identification and delineation is the cornerstone of the residential
valuation sys~em at the district. All the residential analysis work done in
association wr.th the residential valuation process is neighborhood specific.
Neighborhood~ are field inspected and delineated based on observable aspects
of hornoqenelty, Neighborhood delineation is periodically reviewed to determine
t further neigh~OrhOoddelineation iswarranted. Sales ratio analysis, discussed
below, isperfo med on a neighborhood basis.
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Highest and B st UseAnalysis

The highest an best use of property is the reasonable and probable use that
supports the hi hest present value as of the date of the appraisal. The highest
and best use must be physically possible, legal, financially feasible, and
productive to it, maximum. The highest and best use of residential property is
normally its c rrent use. This is due in part to the fact that residential
development, in many areas, through use of deed restrictions and zoning,
precludes othe land uses. Residential valuation undertakes reassessment of
highest and b. st use in transition areas and areas of mixed residential and
commercial us . Intransition areas the appraiser reviews the existing residential
property use a d makes a determination regarding highest and best use. Once
the conclusion is made that the highest and best use remains residential, further
highest and be t use analysis is done to decide the type of residential use on a
neighborhood basis. As an example, it may be determined in a transition area
that older, no -remodeled homes are economic miss improvements, and the
highest and b st use of such property is the construction of new dwellings. In
areas of mixed residential and commercial use, the appraiser reviews properties
in these area on a periodic basis to determine if changes in the real estate
market requir reassessment of the highest and best use of a select population
of properties.
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VALUATION A 0 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Cost SChedUler

All residential darcels in the district are valued from identical cost schedules
using a comparative unit method. The district's residential cost schedules,
originally adop led have been customized to fit Lavaca County CAD's local
residential building and labor market. The cost schedules are reviewed regularly
and accounted or in the mainframe benchmark cost system.

Sales Informa ion

A sales file ~~r the storage of "snapshot" sales data at the time of sale is
maintained. R~~identialvacant land sales, along with commercial mproved and
vacant land sales are maintained in a separate sales information system.
Residential improved and vacant sales are collected from a variety of sources,
including: distri t questionnaires sent to buyers and sellers, field discovery, protest
hearings, appr isers, builders, and realtors. School district or neighborhood sales
reports are ge erated as an analysis tool for the appraiser in the development of
value estimates.

Land Analysis

Residential Ian1analysis is conducted by the appraisers. The appraisers develop
a base lot, primary rate, and assign each unique neighborhood to a land table.
The compute1ized land table file stores the land information required to
?onsistently vrlue individual parcels within neighborhoods. Specific land
Influences arer used, where necessary, to adjust parcels outside the
neighborhood rorm for such factors as view, shape, size, and topography,
among others.l:he appraisers use abstraction and allocation methods to ensure
that the land vrlues created best reflect the contributory market value of the land
to the overall property value.

Statistical An lysis

The appraiser perform statistical analysis annually to evaluate whether values
are equitable nd consistent with the market. Ratio studies are conducted on
each neighbor ood in the district to judge the two primary aspects of mass
appraisal ace racy--Ievel and uniformity of value. To determine both the level
and uniformity of appraised value on a neighborhood basis. The levelof
appraised val es is determined by the weighted mean for individual properties
within a neighborhood, and a comparison of neighborhood weighted means
reflectthe gen rallevel of appraised val ue.
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Every neighborJ,ood is revi.ewed annua.lly by the a~praiser throug~ the sa!es ratio
analysis proce~s. The first phase Involves neighborhood ratio studies that
compare the r cent sales prices of neighborhood properties to the appraised
values of these sold properties. This set of ratio studies affords the appraiser an
excellent mean of judgi ng the present level of appraised value and uniformity of
the sales. The appraiser, based on the ales ratio statistics and designated
parameters for aluation update, makes a preliminary decision as to whether the
value level in a neighborhood needs to be updated in an upcoming reappraisal,
or whether the vel of market value in a neighborhood is at an acceptable level.

Neighborhood, or market adjustment factors, is developed from appraisal
statistics provi ed from ratio studies and are used to ensure that estimated
values are consistent with the market. The district's primary approach to the
valuation of re~dential properties uses a hybrid cost-sales comparison approach.
This type of ap lroach accounts for neighborhood market influences.

Thefollowing ~ruation denotes the hybrid model used:

MV = MA [LVl(RCN - D)]

Whereas, the arket value equals the market adjustment factor times the land
value plus the replacement cost new less depreciation. As the cost approach
separately es imates both land and building values and uses depreciated
replacement c Ists, which reflect only the supply side of the market, ~ is expected
that adjustmen s to the cost values are needed to bring the level of appraisal to
an acceptable standard; however, the low market prices in some areas of the
county preclud the adoption of current cost values. Depreciation factors would
be excessive iven the condition of the structure. Market or location adjustments
are applied uryiformlywithin neighborhoods to account for locational variances
between market areas or across ajurisdiction.

f a neighbOrh10d is to be updated, the appraiser uses a market ratio study that
compares rec~nt sales prices of propertieswithin a delineated neighborhood with
the properties' actual cost value. The calculated ratio derived from the sum of
the sold prop .rties' cost value divided by the sum of the sales prices indicates
the neighborhf,0d level of value based on the unadjusted cost value for the sold
properties. Thi cost-to-sale ratio is compared to the appraisal-to-sale ratio to
determine the market adjustment factor for each neighborhood. This market,
adjustment fa tor is needed to trend the values obtained through the cost
approach clos r to the actual market evidenced by recent sales prices within a
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given neighbor ood. The sales used to determine the market adjustment factor
will reflect th! market influences and conditions only for the specified
neighborhood, trus producing more representative and su~portable va.lues. ~he
market adjust ent factor calculated for each update neiqhborhood IS applied
unformly to all homogeneous properties within a neighborhood. Once the
market-trend fa tors are applied, a second set of ratio studies is generated that
compares rece t sale prices with the proposed appraised values for these sold
properties. FroT this set of ratio studies, the appraiser judges the appraisal evel
and uniformity i both update and non-update neighborhoods, and finally, for the
school district s a whole.

TREATMENT I F RESIDENCE HOMESTEADS

Beginning in 1998, the State of Texas implemented a constitutional classification
scheme conCfrning the appraisal of residential property that receives a
residence hom stead exemption. Under the new law, beginning in the second
year a propert receives a homestead exemption, increases inthe value of that
property are "cfPped." The value for tax purposes (appraised value) of a qualified
residence hom stead will bethe LESSER of:

•

• the pr ceding year's appraised value;
PLUSf 0 percent;
PLUS he value of any improvements added since the last re-appraisal.

Values of cap ed properties must be recomputed annually. If a capped property
sells, the cap automatically expires as of January 1st of the following year. In
that following year, that home is reappraised at ~s market value to bring ~s
appraisal into niformitywith other properties. An analogous provision applies to
new homes. While a developer owns them, unoccupied residences are
appraised as part of an inventory using the district's land value and the
developer's c nstruction costs as of the valuation date. However, in the year
following sale, hey are reappraised at market value.
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INDNIDUAL VA UE REVIEW PROCEDURES

Field Review

The appraiser i entifies individualproperties incritical need of field reviewthrough
sales ratio anal~sis. Sold properties with a high.v~riance in sales ratios are field
reviewedto check for accuracy of data characteristics.

Sales activity ~as also resulted in a field effort on the part of the appraisers to
review and re olve sales cutlers. Additionally, the appraiser frequently field
reviews subjec ive data terns such as quality of construction, condition, and
physical, functi nal and economic obsolescence, factors contributing significantly
to the market alue of the property. After preliminary estimates of value have
been determinid, the appraiser takes valuation documents to the field to test the
computer-assis ed values against his appraisal judgment. During this review, the
appraiser is ab e to physically inspect both sold properties and unsold properties
for comparabili and consistency of values.

Office Review

Valuation repo s comparing previous values against proposed and final values
are generated t,0r all residential properties. The dollar amount and percentage of
value differenc are noted for each property within a delineated neighborhood
allowing the a praiser to identify, research and resolve value anomalies before
final appraised values are released. Previous values resulting from a hearing
protest are ndi idually reviewed to determine J the value remains appropriate for
the current yea .

PERFORMAN ETESTS

Once the app aiser is satisfied with the evel and uniformity of value for each
neighborhood, he estimates of value are sent out in Mayas appraisal notices.

The primary .nalytical tool used by the appraisers to measure and improve
performance i the ratio study. The district ensures that the appraised values it
produces mee the standards of accuracy in several ways. Overall sales ratios
are generated for each ISO to allow the appraiser to review general market
trends, and p ovide an indication of market change over a specified period of
time. The eighborhood descriptive statistics are reviewed for each
neighborhood being updated for the current tax year. In addition to the sales
ratios by scho I district and neighborhood, sales ratios are generated from a PC-
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based statistic I application in Microsoft EXCEL. Reported in the sales ratio
statistics for e ch school district is a evel of appraisal value and uniformity
profile by land se, and appraisal value ranges. The PC-based ratio studies are
designed to e ulate the findings of the state comptroller's annual property value
study for categ ry A property.
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INTRODUCTIO

Commercial Valuation Process

Appraisal Res onsibility

This mass ap raisal assignment includes all of the commercially classed real
property which falls within the responsibility of the appraisers of the Lavaca
County Central Appraisal District and are bcated within the boundaries of this
taxing jurisdicti n. The appraisal roll displays and dentities each parcel of real
property indivi ually. Appraisers appraise the fee simple interest of properties
according to statute. However, the effect of easements, restrictions,
encumbrances, leases, contracts or special assessments are considered on an
individual basi~, as is the appraisement of any non-exempt taxable fractional
interests in rea! property. Fractional interests or partial holdings of real property
are appraised Infee simple for the whole property and divided programmatically
based on their rorated nterests.

Appraisal RejOUrCes

The data US~dby the appraiser includes verified sales of vacant land and
improvedprop rties and the pertinent data obtained from each (salesprice levels,
capitalization r tes, income rnufiplers, equity dividend rates, marketing period,
etc.). Other drta used by the appraiser includes actual income and expense
data (typically I.obtained through the hearings process), actual contract rental
data, leasing information (commissions, tenant finish, length of terms, etc.), and
actual construdtion cost data. Inaddition to the actual data obtained from specific
properties, m+ket data publications are also reviewed to provide additional
support for ma ket trends.

PRELIMINAR ANALYSIS

Pilot Study

Pilot studies are utilized to test new or existing procedures or valuation
modifications t' a limitedarea (a sample of properties) of the district and are also
considered w enever substantial changes are made. These studies, which are
inclusive of r tio studies, reveal whether a proposed change is producing
accurate and reliable values or whether procedural modifications are required.
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The appraiser i plements this mEihodology when developing the cost approach

and income ~PToach ~o~el.s.

Survey of slmllar JUrisdictions: .. .. . ...

Lavaca CAD ~oordinates its discovery and valuation activities with adjoining
Appraisal Districts. Lavaca CAD administration and personnel interact with other
assessment ofI icials through professional trade organizations including the
International A sociation of Assessi ng Officers, Texas Association of ~p~raisal
Districts and it. subchapter Tri-Region Chapter of the Texas Association of
Appraisal Distrifs.

VALUATIONA[PROACH

Area Analysis

Data on reqional economic forces such as demographic patterns, regional
Iocational factdrs, employment and income patterns, general trends in real
property pricesl and rents, interest rate trends, availability of vacant land, and
construction trrnds _and costs are collected from private vendors and public
sources. Continuing education in the form of IAAO, Texas Association of
Assessing Offi~ers (TAAO), Texas Association of Appraisal Districts (TAAD) and
Texas Department of Licensingand Registration courses.

Neighborhood Analysis

The neighborhEod is comprised of the land area and commercially classed
properties Ioca~d within the boundaries of a taxing jurisdiction. This area consists
of a wide variefy of property types including residential, commercial and industrial.
Neighborhood analysis involves the examination of how physical, economic,
governmental .nd social forces and other influences affect property values. The
effects of th~se forces are also used to dentify, classify, and organize
comparable properties into smaller, manageable subsets of the universe of
properties kn Iwn as neighborhoods. In the mass appraisal of commercial
properties the e subsets of a universe of properties are generally referred to as
market areas r economic areas.

Economic are s are defined by each of the mproved property use types
(apartment, 0 ice, retail, warehouse, special use etc.) based upon an analysis of
similar econo ic or market forces. These includebut are not limitedto similarities
of rental rate, classification of property, date of construction, overall market
activity or oth r pertinent influences. Economic area dentification and delineation
by each prop rty use type is the benchmark of the commercial
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valuation ~yst,m. ~II income ~odel valuation (income approach to value
estimates) Isecrnomlc area specific.

Highest and B sf UseAna/ysis

The highest a d best use is the most reasonable and probable use that
generates the ighest present value of the real estate as of the date of valuation.
The highest a d best use of any given property must be physically possible,
legally perrnissjble, financially feasible, and maximally productive. For improved
properties, hig est and best use is evaluated as improved and as if the stewere
still vacant. T~is assists in determining t the existing improvements have a
transitional uS1'interim use, nonconforming use, multiple uses, speculative use,
excess land, 0; a different optimum use if the sitewere vacant. Forvacant tracts
of landwithin t is jurisdiction, the highest and best use is considered speculative
based on the surrounding land uses. Improved properties reflect a wide variety
of highest an best uses which include, but are not limited to: office, retail,
apartment, warehouse, light industrial, special purpose, or interim uses. Inmany
instances, the Iproperty's current use is the same as its highest and best use.
This analysis lsures that an accurate estimate of market value isderived.

On the other hand, value in use represents the value of a property to a specific
user for a sp cific purpose. This is significantly different than market value,
which approxImates market price under the following assumptions: (i) no
coercion of u~due influence over the buyer or seller in an attempt to force the
~urchase ~~srle, (ii) well-info~med buyers and sellers acting in their own best
Interests, (III) r. reasonable time for the transaction to take place, and (iv)
payment inca h or itsequivalent.

A market anal sis relates directly to market forces affecting supply and demand.
This study inv Ives the relationships between social, economic, environmental,
governmental, and site conditions. Current market activity including sales of
commercial p operties, new construction, new leases, lease rates, absorption
rates, vacans ies, allowable expenses (inclusive of replacement reserves),
expense ratiot ends, capitalization ratestudies are analyzed.
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DATA COLLECIION I VALIDATION

Data COllectio1 Manuals

The primary anual pertinent to data collection and documentation is the
Commercial Ap raisal Manual. This manual is continually updated, providing a
unforrn system of itemizing the rnutitude of components comprising improved
properties. All roperties located in Lavaca CAD's inventory are coded according
to this manual : nd the approaches to value are structured and calbrated based
on this coding s stem.

Annually, prior 0 the hearing season and after the sales have been researched,
verified, keyed into the database, and quality control has been completed, the
sales data is s mmarized and produced into book form. The confirmed sales
reports, known as the sales books categorize the sales by school district, by
govern or code (SPTB code), and by account number. These books are available
to the public for use, and are also used by the Lavaca County CAD appraisers.

Sources of Da a

In terms of s~les data, Lavaca County CAD receives a copy of the deeds
recorded in Lavaca County. The deeds involving a change in ownership are
entered into th, sales information system and researched inan attempt to obtain
the pertinent sfle information. Other sources of sales data includethe hearings
process, realtor buyers and sellers, and appraisers.

For those properties involved ina transfer of commercial ownership, a sale file is
produced which begins the research and verification process. The initialstep in
sales verificati~n involves a computer-generated questionnaire, which is mailed
to the new ow~1er. f a questionnaire is answered and returned, the documented
responses are recorded into the computerized sales database system. Closing
statements are often provided during the hearings process. The actual closing
statement isthf most reliableand preferred method of sales verification.

VALUATION ~NALYSIS

Model calibralion involves the process of periodically adjusting the mass
appraisal fornrulas, tables and schedules to reflect current local market
conditions. 0 ce the models have undergone the specification process,
adjustments c n be made to reflect new construction procedures, materials
and/or costs, hich can vary from year to year. The basic structure of a mass
appraisal mo el can be valid over an extended period of time, with trending
factors utilize for updating the data to the current market conditions. However,
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at some point, if the adjustment process becomes too involved, the model
calibration tech ique can mandate new model specifications or a revised model
structure.

Cost Schedule

The cost appro ch to value is applied to all improved real property utilizing the
comparative u~tt metho~. This methodology involve~ the ut.ilizationof national
cost data repo~ing services as well as actual cost Information on comparable
properties whe~ever possible. Cost models are typically developed ?as~d on
the Marshall Srift Valuation Service. Cost models include the derivation of
replacement cost new (RCN) of all improvements. These include comparative
base rates, pe~untt adjustments and lump sum adjustments. This approach also
employs the s les comparison approach in the valuation of the underlying land
value. Location modifiers are necessary to adjust cost data to reflect conditions
in a specific mrrket and changes in costs. Because a national cost service is
used as a basif for the cost models, Iocational modifiers are necessary to adjust
these base COjts specifically for Lavaca County. Some of these modifiers are
provided by the national cost services.

Inthe local ma ket with liTlitedsupply of commercial property available the age of
the property is ff littleof no importance. Sales indicatethat conditions and location
are of greater vreight inthe market. Depreciationschedules are developed based
on the conditi n of each major class of commercial property. For example,
hundred- yea - 0 I d properties with average maintence are prized in the
commercial m rket. Depreciation schedules have been implemented for what is
typical of each major class of commercial property. These schedules are then
tested to ens re they are reflective of current market conditions. Market
adjustment fa10rs such as external and/or functional obsolescence can be
applied if warrrnted. A depreciation calculation override can be used if the
condition or erective age of a property varies from the norm by appropriately
noting the phy ical condition and functional utility ratings on the property data
characteristics. These adjustments are typically applied to a specific property
type or IocatioJand can be developed via ratio studies or other market analyses.

Income App/i ach

The incomeJ~proachto value is applied to those real propertieswhich are
typically view1 by market participants as "income producing", and for which the
income methodology is considered a leading value indicator. This method is
impractical in Lavaca County CAD due to the small number of commercial
properties and wide range in use, age and condition. When income information
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is provided by ~e owner, potential gross income is computed and the vacancy
and collection I ss allowance is the next tern to consider in the incomeapproach.
The projected acancy and collection I?ss a.llowan?e is established from .actual
data furnished oy property owners and Interviewswith local market professionals.
This allowance /accounts for periodic fluctuations in ?ccupan~~, both above and
below an estimrted stabilized level. The market denve~ stabilized vaca~cy and
collection loss allowance is subtracted from the potential gross rent estimate to
yield an effeClivr gross rent.

Next a secondary income or service income is calculated as a percentage of
stabilized efffictive gross rent. Secondary income represents other
miscellaneous income generated by the operations of real property. The
secondary inco e estimate isderived from actual data collected. The secondary
incom~ estimat is then added to effective gross rent to arrive at an effective
gross Income. I
Allowable exp. nses are based on a study of the local market, with the
assumption of prudent management. Another form of allowable expense is the
replacement of short-lived terns (such as roof or floor coverings, air conditioninq
or major mec anical equipment or appliances) requiring expenditures of large
lump sums. wfen these capital expenditures are analyzed for consistency and
adjusted, they may be applied on an annualized basis as stabilized expenses.
When perform d according to local market practices by commercial property
type, the~e exprnses when annualized are known as replacement reserves.

Subtracting thE[allowable expenses from the effective gross income yields net
operating inc0J:e.

Rates and multipliers are used to convert income into an estimate of market
value. These i Ielude income multipliers, overall capitalization rates, and discount
rates. Each of these is used in specific applications. Rates and mutiplers also
vary between roperty types, as well as by location, quality, condition, design,
age, and other factors. Therefore, application of the various rates and multipliers
must be based on a thorough analysis of the market.

Capitalization nalysis is used in the incomeapproach models. This methodology
involves the ca italization of net operating incomeas an indication of market value
for a specific roperty. Capitalization rates, both overall (going in) cap rates for
the direct cap' alization method and terminal cap rates for discounted cash flow
analyses, can be derived from the market. Sales of improved properties from
which actual income and expense data are obtained provide a very good
indication of w at a specific market participant is requiring
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from an invest Ient at a specific point in time. This information is ~ery rare and
seldom used. n addjion, overall capitalzation rates can be derived from the
built-up methop (band-of-investment). This method relates to satisfying the
market return rrquirements of both the debt and equity positions of a re~1est~te
investment. TI·s information is obtained from real estate and financial
publcations.

Rent loss conc ssions are made on specific properties with vacancy problems.
A rent loss concession accounts for the impact of lost rental income whi Ie the
building is mO~ing toward stabilized occupancy. The rent loss is calculated by
multiplying the rental rate by the percent difference of the property's stabilized
occupancy an Is actual occupancy. Build out allowances (for first generation
space or retrofi second generation space as appropriate) and leasing expenses
are added to he rent loss estimate. The total adjusted loss from these real
property opera ions is discounted using an acceptable risk rate. The discounted
value (inclusiv of rent loss due to extraordinary vacancy, build out allowances
and leasing c mmissions) becomes the rent loss concession and is deducted
fr~m the ~aluerindication of the property at stabilized occupancy. A variation of
this technique rllows that for every year that the property's actual occupancy is
less than stabilized occupancy a rent loss deduction may be estimated.
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Sales Compari on (Market) Approach

Although all th e of the approaches to value are based on market data, the
Sales Compari on Approach is most frequently referred to as the Market
Approach. This approach is utilized not only for estimating land value but also in
comparing sale of similarly improved properties to each parcel on the appraisal
roll. As previo sly discussed in the Data Collection I Valdation section of this
report, pertinen data from actual sales of properties, both vacant and improved,
is pursued thro ghout the year in order to obtain relevant informationwhich can
be used in all spects of valuation. Sales of similarly improved properties can
provide a basis for the depreciation schedules in the Cost Approach, rates and
multipliers uset in the Income Approach, and as a direct comparison in the
Sales Compari on Approach. mproved sales are also used in ratio studies,
which afford th appraiser an excellent means of judgi ng the present level and
uniformity of thi appraised values.

Final valuatior Schedules

Based on the t.arket data analysis and review discussed previously in the cost,
income and s~les approaches, ·the market, cost and income information is
considered bef re values are finalized and notices are mailed.

Statistical an Capitalization Analysis

Statistical anali sis of final values is an essential component of quality control.
This methodol gy represents a comparison of the final value against the
standard and rovides a concise measurement of the appraisal performance.
Statistical comtarisons of many different standards are used including sales of
similar properti s, the previous year's appraised value, audit trails, value change
analysis and s les ratio analysis.

The appraiser review every commercial property type annually through the
sales ratio ana ysis process. The first phase involves ratio studies that compare
the recent sa es prices of properties to the appraised values of the sold
properties. Thi set of ratio studies affords the appraiser an excellent means of
judgi ng the p esent level of appraised value and uniformity of the appraised
values. The ppraiser, based on the sales ratio statistics and designated
parameters for valuation update, makes a preliminary decision as to whether the
value level of a particular property type needs to be updated in an upcoming
reappraisal, or hether the level of market value is at an acceptable level.
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INDIVIDUAL VA UE REVIEW PROCEDURES

Field Review

The date of las inspection, and the Lavaca County CAD appraiser responsible
are listed in the PACS system. f a property owner disputes the district's records
concerning this data in a protest hearing, PACS may be altered based on the
credibility of th evidence provided. Typically, a new field check isthen requested
to verify this e~idence for the current year's valuation or for the next year's
valuation. In ad1dition,J a building permit is filed for a particular property indicating
a change in cHaracteristics, that property is added to a work file. Finally, even
though every ±operty cannot be inspected each year, each appraiser typically
designates eel in portions of their area to field check.

Commercial appraisers are somewhat limited inthe time available to field review
all commercial roperties of a specific use type. However, a major effort ismade
by appraisers t field review as many properties as possible or economic areas
experiencing large numbers of remodels, renovations, or retrofits, changes in
occupancy lev Is or rental rates, new leasing activity, new construction, or wide
variations in ale prices. Additionally, the appraisers frequently field review
subjective dat items such as building class, quality of construction (known as
cost mOdifiers)~condition, and physical, functional and economic obsolescence
factors contrib ting significantly to the market value of the property. In some
cases, field re iews are warranted when sharp changes in occupancy or rental
rate levels oC1ur between building classes or between economic areas. With
preliminary es~imates of value in these targeted areas, the appraisers test
computer assisted values against their own appraisal judgment. While in the
field, the ap raisers physically inspect sold and unsold properties for
comparability nd consistency of values.

Office Revie

Office reviews are completed on properties within a given class. This is practical
due to the s all number of commercial properties of a particular type within
Lavaca Count CAD. This report summarizes the pertinent data of each property
as well as co paring the previous value to the proposed value. This report
shows econo ic factor (cost overrides) and special factors affecting the property
valuation such as new construction status. The report lists all property within the
class as well s the appraised value per square foot helping to minimize any
variations inth appraised value of the sold and unsold properties. A three- year
sales history ( SPAP property history requirement for non - residential property)
isalso include . The appraiser may reviewmethodology for
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APpropriateneS] to ascertain that I was completed in accordance with USPAP or
more stringent tatutory policies. This review is performed after preliminary ratio
statistics have been applied. W the ratio statistics are generally acceptable
overall the revid w process is focused primarily on locating skewed results on an
individual basisf P~evious values resu~~ng from pr.otest hearings are individually
reviewed to de;rmlne f the value remains appropriate for the current year. bas~d
on market con itions. Once the appraiser is satisfied with the level and uniformity
of value for ea h commercial property, the changed values are input into the IBM
RISC 6000 in older to have a notice printed in May.

PERFORMANiE TESTS

The primary to I used to measure mass appraisal performance is the ratio study.
A ratio study ompares appraised values to market values. In a ratio study,
market values (value in exchange) are typically represented by sales prices (i.e.
a sales ratio study). Independent, expert appraisals may also be used to
represent mar et values in a ratio study (i.e. an appraisal ratio study). Wthere
are not enou I h sales to provide necessary representativeness, independent
appraisals ca be used as indicators for market value. This practice while
permitted by U, PAP is not used in Lavaca County CAD. The district has adopted
the apPlicableJolicies of the IAAOSTANDARD ON RATIO STUDIES, circa July,
1999 regardin Is ratio study standards and practices. Ratio studies generally
have six basic steps: (1) determination of the purpose and objectives, (2) data
collection and preparation, (3) comparing appraisal and market data, (4)
stratification, ( ) statistical analysis, and (6) evaluation and application of the
results.

Sales Ratio S udies

Sales ratio st dies are an integral part of establishing equitable and accurate
market value l~timates, and ultimately assessments for taxing jurisdictions. The
primary uses <f. sale ratio studies includethe determination of a need for general
reappraisal; ~ioritiZing selected groups of property types for reappraisal;
dentification f potential problems with appraisal procedures; assist in market
analyses; and to calibrate models used to derive appraised values during
valuation or re ppraisal cycles. However, these studies cannot be used to judge
the accuracy f an individual property appraised value. The Lavaca County CAD
Appraisal Re iew Board may make individual value adjustments based on
unequal appr isal (ratio) protest evidence submitted on a case-by-case basis
during the hea ing process.

------------'---- - - - ---------
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Overall sales r~tios are generat.ed b~ use type annually. t~.allow appraise.rsto
review generall_market trends In their area of responsibilty. The appraisers
utilize desktop rPplications such. ~s EXCE~ progra~s to evaluate subsets ~f
data by econorr.ic area or a specific and unique data tern. On the desktop, this
may be custo1ized and performed by buik:::lingclass and age basis. In many
cases, field ch~cks may be conducted to ensure the ratios produced are accurate
and the apprlised values utilized are based on accurate property data
characteristics These ratio studies aid the appraisers by providing an indication
of market activifY by economic area or changing market conditions (appreciation
or depreciation).

Comparative ppraisal Analysis

The appraiser performs an average unit value comparison in addition to a
traditional ratio study. These studies are performed on commercially classed
properties by p operty use type (such as apartment, office, retail and warehouse
usage or speci I use). The objective to this evaluation isto determine appraisal
performance 9f sold and unsold properties. Appraiser's average unit prices of
sales and avrrage unit appraised values of the same parcels and the
comparison of average value changes of sold and unsold properties. These
studies are corducted on substrata such as building class and on properties
located withi1 various economic areas. In this way, overall appraisal
performance if evaluated geographically, by specific property· type to discern
whether sold ~arcels have been selectively appraised. When sold parcels and
unsold parcels are appraised equally, the average unitvalues are similar. These
horizontal equi y studies are performed priorto annual noticing.
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Industrial Valuation Process

The appraiser nd/or contract appraisers of the Lavaca County Central Appraisal
District are res onsible for developing fair, uniform market values for improved
industrial prop rties. The appraiser is also responsible for the valuation of all
tangible gener I industrial personal property in Lavaca County CAD. There are
approximately 11parcels of industrial real property in Lavaca County CAD. The
appraiser app aises approximately 543 parcels of industrial tangible personal
property. pr~c~ard & Abbott appraises approximately 27,000 real and industrial
personal property and mineral accounts.

Appraisal Re ources

• Personn I - Lavaca County CAD contracts with Pritchard & Abbott
apprais .I firm to value properties for which the district does not have the
availablr personnel or resources.

• Data - the appraiser and contract appraisal staff inspects their assigned
properti s to obtain information about buildings, site improvements,
process and shop equipment, and various items of personal property. In

concern·ng the cost to purchase, install, and construct items of real and
person I property. The individual characteristics of the property being
apprais d are theprimary factors that drive the appraised value.

VALUATIONA PROACH

Area Analysis

The scope of market forces affecting industrial products and the capital goods
used in the pr duction process tends to extend beyond regional considerations.
The effects 0 information and transportation technology are such that most
industrial mar et forces are measured globally. One exception to this general
concept is the market for industrial land. The pricing of land tends to be closely
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tied to Possibleflternative uses in the area. For this reason, appraisers analyze
market forces f r specific areas and adjust land value schedules appropnately.

NeighbOrhOOdrnalYSiS

Neighborhood lanalysis of the type of properties valued by the industri~1
appraiser is no meaningful. Industrial properties do not have the type of genenc
"sameness" th t isappropriate for neighborhood models.

Highest and B st UseAnalysis

The highest anti best use of real or personal property isthe most reasonable and
probable use ~f the property on the date of appraisal that is physically and
financially feaJible, egal, and that derives maximum production from the
property. Usually, the current use of the property is the highest and best use of
that property. I dustrial facilities are most commonly located in areas that support
industrial use. I areas where mixed use does occur, the highest and best use
of the property is examined by the appraiser to estimate the effect of this factor.

Market analYSif.is the basis for finalizing value estimates on properties for which
the appraiser as responsibility. Even though many industrial properties are
unique in natu e, the market for this type property is analyzed to see how the
values of similar or similar as possible properties are affected by market forces.
Industrial proP1rties, such as machine shops, have many similar facilties that
can be compa~edto the subject property interms of type and size of equipment,
type of property fabricated or serviced at the subject facility, and other factors.
Those similarities help the appraiser estimate the value of the subject property.
However, somr facilities, such as specialty chemical plants, are so unique in
nature that th~ .appraiser must use the closest available plant in terms of output
quantity, type f product manufactured, and other factors to estimate the value of
the subject pr perty. Many industrial properties use the same type of buik:ling
and, dependi g on the type of business, may use the same type of
manufacturing or service equipment. However, the manner in which the entire
business operation is put together makes that particular facility unique. The
district uses inlormation from similar businesses to examine the real and personal
property valu9s at a particular business, but the individual characteristics of the
business bein I reviewed determine the value estimation. Many of the buildings
encountered t industrial facilities are generic in construction, such as pre
engineered m tal buildings. The cost per square foot
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to construct the e type structures can be used to estimate values at facilities that
have similarly onstructed buildings. However, the building as constructed will
have differenc s that must be taken intoaccount when estimating the final value
of the property being reviewed.

A similar anal sis is used for personal property. Many terns of personal
property, such as furniture and fixtures, computers, and even machinery and
equipment are generic in construction, but individual characteristics that affect
value, such as usage, environment where used, and level of care will have an
effect on the f nal value estimation. When cost data for this type property is
available and onsidered reliable, tt is used for value estimation purposes at
other plant facilties. However, on-site inspection and information provided by
the property owner will affectthe final value.

DATA COLLE TION VAll DATION

An extended ange of variations may exist within the same class of industrial
property, and there are a multitude of property types within the industrial
category. For his reason, effective data collection procedures would be very
difficult to Org!anize in a single comprehensive manual. Industrial personal
property also ~onsists of many different classes of assets with a wide range of
variation within/each class. The district has adopted the convention of inspecting
and estimatinf. effective age of assets in the field. The field listing is then
compared wit information furnished by property owners during the final
valuation revie .

Sources of D~ta

The original r~al and personal property data used by Lavaca County CAD was
supplied by thf cities and the county. Since that time, the district and contract
appraisal per~onnel have updated that information based on field review. As
new facilities are buit, the appraisal personnel collect all the real and personal
property data hecessary to value the property intially and thereafter update the
information w~en the property is again visted. The district receives building
permit informa ionfrom the cities.
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Data COllectioi Procedures

The district a1d contract appraisal p~r~o~nel ann~ally or periodically visit
assigned plant. The frequency of the VISit IS determined by the nature of the
business cond cted at each facility.

The appraisers take with them the historical data on the buildings and site
illprovements nd the previous listing of personal property at the facility being
visited. Chang~S to the existing structures and personal property are noted and
that informatio is used for value estimation purposes. If cost information for the
real or person I property is supplied later, the field data can be compared to that
information to jjdge the accuracy of the information.

The district an contract firm appraisal staff members are not assigned anyone
geographical area of the county. The nature of the business and whether or not
the district ha the staff resources available determines which properties are
valued by co tract firms and which properties are valued by the district's
appraisal staff.

VALUATION A/NALYSIS

Final valuatiT Schedules

Lavaca county' CAD develops schedules based on Marshall & Swift for use in
the valuation 9f all business and industrial personal property. These schedules
are updated ~s needed by Lavaca County CAD appraisal staff. The contract
appraisal fir1s use similar schedules and methodology based on their
experience in aluing real and personal property.

NDIVIDUAL V LUE REVIEW PROCEDURES

Field Review

The district's persormel periodically review their assigned real and personal
property accounts where there is evidence of change at a particular facility and
when there is not, these accounts are revisited on a three-year cycle. Certain
properties are reviewed annually because past experience shows that changes
are occurring continually in the real or personal property at that facilly.
Properties aSligned to contract appraisal firms are reviewed annually because
changes also ccur regularly at these facilities.

The results of prior year hearings and indication of building permits being issued
are another s urce of required field visit. Many times, during hearings, issues
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are presented that cause a value adjustment. Those issues must be field
checked to see W these influences will be on going and warrant permanent value
adjustment or re transitory and permanent adjustment is not warranted. This
information ne~ds to be recorded so the appraiser will be better able to estimate
the property v~lue. Building permits must be field checked to see what affect
these have 0 existing structures. Any new construction is noted and the
information n cessary to value the structure is recorded. Additionall~, any
structure demrlition is noted so the improvement value can be adjusted
accordingly.

Part of the field! review includes noting any land characteristics that would affect
the land valuel The district values all land for the properties over which t has
responsibility, including those properties assigned to contract appraisal firms.
The contract ppraisal firms must advise the district of any characteristics that
would affectth value of the landassociated with that assigned facility.

Office Revie

All properties not subjected to field review are reviewed in the office by the
district apprai er assigned to particular real or personal properties. The office
review relies n historical information in the real or personal property file as the
basis for deci ing on the estimated value to be placed on the property for the
current tax yea.

When valuing real property, the characteristics of the property being reviewed
are the drivi~g force in value estimation. Experience in valuing other real
property, suc~ as a similar building elsewhere, helps the appraiser decide the
estimated valieto beplacedon the subject improvements.

When valuing personal property, the type of furniture, equipment, computers,
etc., will be u ed along with any cost data provided by the property owner to
estimate the ~alue. Experience in valuing similar property at other facilities will
help the appraiser estimate the value of the subject facility. Individual
characteristics of the property, such as usage and maintenance will have a
bearing on the value calculated by use of District schedules.
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Ratio studies a e an important tool to examine how close appraised values are to
market values The ratio study may use available sales data or may use
independent, xpert appraisals. Typically, there are not enough sales of
industrial prop rties to show representativeness of that class of property in a
ratio study. Rbtio studies of industrial properties usually have to rely on
independent a1praisaiS as an indicator of market val ues .

.Comparative fPpraisal Analysis

This type of aralYSiS is usually not done on industrial properties due to the
unique nature of the property and also because of time and budget constraints
regarding aVa~lableappraisal staff. Only in an instance where a jurisdiction
would file a ju isdiction challenge with the Appraisal Review Board would the
district perform such an analysis.

J a jurisdiction c allenge is received by Lavaca County CAD on an industrial
category of pro erties, the appraisers assignedto those accounts will research the
appraisal roll to see what other similar properties exist. The real property values
can becompare on an average value per square foot of structure basis, but the
differences fro one facility to another must be carefully compared because i is
unlikelythat two different facilities are going to build like inprovements and use
them in similar ways. In like manner, the personal property values can be
compared per c tegory, such as furniture and fixtures, machineryand equipment,
etc., butthe sa e comparison of the type of and use ofthe propertymustbe
examinedto en urepropertycomparison.
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Business Personal Property Valuatbn Process
INTRODUCTION

Appraisal Res onsibility

There are fou different personal property types appraised by the district:
Business Pers nal Property accounts; Leased Assets; Vehicles; and Multi
Location Asse s. There are approximately 1,100 business personal property
accounts in La aca County CAD.

Appraisal Reso rces

• Personn'fJl- The personal property staff consists of 1 appraisers and
support staff.

• Data - common set of data characteristics for each personal property
account in Lavaca County CAD is collected in the field and data entered
into eac accounts folder. The property characteristic data assists the
apprais r in valuing the property. The field data is collected by the
persona property appraisers.

VALUATIONArPROACH

SIC COcE Anj'YSiS

Two-digit nU1eric codes, called Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes
that were deviloped by the federal government. These classifications are used
by Lavaca COinty CAD as away to classify personal property by business type.

SIC code identification and delineation is the cornerstone of the personal property
valuation syst1m at the district. All of the personal property analysis work done
in association [ith the personal property valuation process is SIC code specific.
SIC codes ar delineated based on observable aspects of homogeneity. SIC
code delineati10n is periodically reviewed to determine t further SIC code
delineation is arranted.

Highest and est Use Analysis

The highest and best use of property is the reasonable and probable use that
supports the highest present value as of the date of the appraisal. The highest
and best us must be physically possible, legal, financially feasible, and
productive to is maximum. The highest and best use of personal property is
normally its c rrent use.
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DATA COLLEC 10NANDVALIDATION

Data COllectiol Procedures

Personal prop~~y data collection procedures are published by the comptroller's
office and distributed to all appraisers involved in the appraisal and valuation of
personal propety. The appraisal procedures are reviewed and revised to meet
the changing re uirements offield data collection.

Sources of Da a

Business Per. onal Property

The district's property characteristic data was originally received from Lavaca
County, and v rious school district records in 1980, and where absent, collected
through a ma sive field data collection effort coordinated by the district over a
period of time. When revaluation activities permit, district appraisers collect new
data via a field drive-out. This project results in the discovery of new businesses
not revealed t rough other sources. Various discovery publications such as the
Sales Tax P rmits phone books, Chamber of Commerce, etc. are used to
discover personal property. Tax assessors, city and local newspapers, and the
public often pr, vide the district information regarding new personal property and
other useful fadts relatedto property valuation.

Vehicles 1
An outside ve Idor provides Lavaca County CAD with a listing of vehicles within
the district. Tte vendor develops this listing from the Texas Department of
Transportation (DOT) Title and Registration Division records. Other sources of
data include P:r perty owner renditions and field inspections.

Leased and Ivrulti-Location Assets

The primary source of eased and mufti-location assets is property owner
rendtions of p 'operty. Other sources of data includefield inspections.
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VALUATION A /,0 STATISTICALANALYSIS

Cost Schedule~

The comPtrollet,s office personal property valuation appraisers develop cost
schedules. Th1,se cost schedules are developed by analyzing cost data from
property owne renditions, hearings, and published cost guides. The cost
schedules are reviewedas necessary to conform to changing market conditions.
The schedules are typically ina price per square foot format, but some exception
SIC's are inan rternate price per unitformat, such as per room for hotels.

Depreciation Schedule and Trending Factors:

Business per+nal Property

Lavaca coun~t. CAD's primary approach to the valuation of business personal
property is the cost approach. The replacement cost new (RCN) is either
developed fro~ property owner reported historical cost or from state developed
valuation mod~ls.The trending factors and the percent good depreciation factors
are combined or use by Lavaca County CAD. They are both provided by the
comptroller's ffice and are based on published valuation guides. The index
factors and pe cent good depreciation factors are used to develop PresentValue
Factors (PVF), by year of acquisition,as follows:

PVF= INDEX ACTOR x PERCENTGOOD FACTOR

The PVF is u ed as an "express" calculation in the cost approach. The PVF is
applied to repl~ed historicalcost as follows:

MARKETVALrE ESTIMATE = PVFx HISTORICALCOST

This mass ap raisal PVF schedule is used to ensure that estimated values are
uniformand c nsistentwithin the market.

The appraiser reviews the renditions submitted in the past years and compares
the valuation f r the last several years. This data is analyzed in order to arrive at
market value. State schedules are used unless information is provided by the
owner.
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Commercial ~ hicles

Value estimate I for com mer cia I vehicles are provided by an outside vendor
and are based on Average Trade-In values. Vehicles that are not valued by
the vendor are valued by an appraiser using PVF schedules or published guides.

Leased and r=: Assets

Leased and mflti-Iocation assets are valued usingthe PVF schedules mentioned
above. J the .rsset to be valued in this category is a vehicle, then NADA
published boo, values are used. Assets that are not valued by the vendor are
valued by an appraiser using PVF schedules or published guides.

INDIVIDUALVALUE REVIEW PROCEDURES

Office Review

Business Per. onal Property

All Personal roperty accounts are worked in house by the Personal Property
Appraiser. All information on this account is reviewed and a value is assigned.
This value is in ut intothe computer system for noticing.

Vehicles

A vehicle mas]er file is received ina printout from an outside vendor and vehicles
in the district's system from the prior year are matched to current DOT records.
The vehicles rFmaining after the matching process are sorted by owner name.
These vehiCle! are then matched to existing accounts and new accounts are
created as ne ded. Vehicles that are not valued by the vendor are valued by an
appraiser_usi g PVFschedules or publishedguides.

Leased and ulti-Location Assets

Renditions fr m leasing and muttilocation accounts are matched to the
appropriate a count and appraised by an appraiser. W the owner provided a self
addressed st mped envelope the report is then rnaied to the property owner for
review.

-------
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PERFORMANCE TESTS

Ratio Studies

Bi-annually the Pr perty Tax Division of the state comptroller's office conducts
a property value study (PVS). The PVS is a ratio study used to gauge
appraisal district ~erformance. Results from the PVS playa part in school
funding. Rather than a sales ratio study, the personal property PVS is a ratio
study using state r' ost and depreciation schedules to develop comparative
personal property values. These values are then compared to Lavaca County
CAD's personal p operty values and ratios are formed .

•
••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LlMrrlNG CONDrlONS

The appraised va ue estimates provided by the district are subject to the
following conditio s:

2. The prope y characteristic data upon which the appraisals are
based is a sumed to be correct. Exterior inspections of the property
appraised were performed as staff resources and time allowed.

3. Validation of sales transactions was attempted through questionnaires
to buyers, nd sellers, and field review. Inthe absence of such
confirmati~n, residential sales data obtained from appraisers and real
estate professionals was considered reliable.

4. I have attLhed a list of staff providing significant mass
appraisal assistance to the person signing this certification.
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Certified Statement:

"I Pam Lathrop, Chief ppraisal for the Lavaca County Central Appraisal District, solemnly swear
that I have made or caus to be made a diligent inquiry to ascertain all properties in the district to
appraisal by me, and that I have included in the records all property that I am aware of at an appraised
value which, to the best fmy knowledge and belief, was determined as required by law."
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Name Title Registration Type of
Number Assistance

Thomas Stockton D pt. Chief Appraiser 74958 Appraisal

Ralph Besetzny S nior Appraiser 68732 Appraisal

Scott Nobles Appraiser 73555 Appraisal

Scott Hall Appraiser 75147 Appraiser

Jane Armontrout Appraiser 66746 Appraiser

Staff Providing Significant
Mass Appraisal Assistance

Appraisal Services on behalf of
Lavaca County Appraisal District

Company Type of Assistance

1) Pritchard & Abbo Inc.
2) Pritchard & Abbo , Inc.

Minerals
Industrial
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